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This article lists new and updated features and content that are of interest to IT Pros for
Windows 10, version , also known as the Windows 10 May Update. This update also contains all
features and fixes included in previous cumulative updates to Windows 10, version For more
information, see this video. The month indicator for this release is 04 instead of 03 to avoid
confusion with Windows releases in the year FIDO2 security key support is expanded to Azure
Active Directory hybrid environments, enabling enterprises with hybrid environments to take
advantage of passwordless authentication. With this improvement, the OS can detect a higher
level of SMM compliance, enabling devices to be even more hardened against SMM exploits and
vulnerabilities. This feature is forward-looking and currently requires new hardware available
soon. Note: Application Guard for Office is coming soon. Windows Setup answer files unattend.
SetupDiag is a command-line tool that can help diagnose why a Windows 10 update failed.
SetupDiag works by searching Windows Setup log files. When searching log files, SetupDiag
uses a set of rules to match known issues. If there is an issue with the upgrade, SetupDiag is
automatically run to determine the cause of the failure. Old for cleanup. This support is also
backported to Windows 10, version and If you configure the language settings in the Autopilot
profile and the device is connected to Ethernet, all scenarios will now skip the language, locale,
and keyboard pages. In previous versions, this was only supported with self-deploying profiles.
An in-place upgrade wizard is available in Configuration Manager. For more information, see
Simplifying Windows 10 deployment with Configuration Manager. Also see What's new in
Microsoft Intune. There is an update available for MDT to address this issue. The following
Delivery Optimization policies are removed in this release:. Windows Update for Business
enhancements in this release include:. Intune console updates: target version is now available
allowing you to specify which version of Windows 10 you want devices to move to. Additionally,
this capability enables you to keep devices on their current version until they reach end of
service. Validation improvements: To ensure devices and end users stay productive and
protected, Microsoft uses safeguard holds to block devices from updating when there are
known issues that would impact that device. Also, to better enable IT administrators to validate
on the latest release, we have created a new policy that enables admins to opt devices out of
the built-in safeguard holds. Update less: Last year, we changed update installation policies for
Windows 10 to only target devices running a feature update version that is nearing end of
service. As a result, many devices are only updating once a year. To enable all devices to make
the most of this policy change, and to prevent confusion, we have removed deferrals from the
Windows Update settings Advanced Options page starting on Windows 10, version For more
information about this change, see Simplified Windows Update settings for end users. Wi-Fi 6
gives you better wireless coverage and performance with added security. WPA3 provides
improved Wi-Fi security and secures open networks. TEAP networks can be configured by
enterprise policy. Windows Sandbox is an isolated desktop environment where you can install
software without the fear of lasting impact to your device. This feature was released with
Windows 10, version Windows 10, version includes bug fixes and enables even more control
over configuration. Windows Sandbox configuration includes:. With this release, memory that is
no longer in use in a Linux VM will be freed back to Windows. Windows 10 is an integral part of
WVD, and several enhancements are available in the Spring update. Also see information about
the exciting new Edge browser here. This release enables explicit control over when Windows
automatically restarts apps that were open when you restart your PC. Cortana has been updated
and enhanced in Windows 10, version Productivity: chat-based UI gives you the ability to
interact with Cortana using typed or spoken natural language queries to easily get information
across Microsoft and stay on track. Productivity focused capabilities such as finding people
profiles, checking schedules, joining meetings, and adding to lists in Microsoft To Do are
currently available to English speakers in the US. Security: tightened access to Cortana so that
you must be securely logged in with your work or school account or your Microsoft account
before using Cortana. Because of this tightened access, some consumer skills including music,
connected home, and third-party skills will no longer be available. For updated information, see
the Microsoft blog. Windows Search is improved in several ways. For more information, see
Supercharging Windows Search. You can now rename your virtual desktops , instead of getting
stuck with the system-issued names like Desktop 1. Pairing Bluetooth devices with your
computer will occur through notifications, so you won't need to go to the Settings app to finish
pairing. Other improvements include faster pairing and device name display. For more
information, see Improving your Bluetooth pairing experience. The 'reset this PC' recovery
function now includes a cloud download option. New DirectX 12 features are available in this
release. A new tablet experience for two-in-one convertible PCs is available. The screen will be
optimized for touch when you detach your two-in-one's keyboard, but you'll still keep the
familiar look of your desktop without interruption. With this update, devices running Windows

10 Enterprise or Windows 10 Pro for Workstations with multiple displays can be configured to
prevent Windows from using a display, making it available for a specialized purpose. Select a
display to view or change, and then set the Remove display from desktop setting to On. The
display will now be available for a specialized use. Desktop Analytics is a cloud-connected
service, integrated with Configuration Manager that provides data-driven insights to the
management of Windows endpoints in your organization. Skip to main content. Contents Exit
focus mode. Note The month indicator for this release is 04 instead of 03 to avoid confusion
with Windows releases in the year Is this page helpful? Yes No. Any additional feedback? Skip
Submit. Submit and view feedback for This product This page. View all page feedback. Find
information on known issues and the status of the rollout for Windows 10, version and Windows
Server, version Looking for a specific issue? Want the latest Windows release health updates?
Follow WindowsUpdate on Twitter. Skip to main content. Contents Exit focus mode. Current
status as of February 3, Windows 10, version is designated for broad deployment. The
recommended servicing status is Semi-Annual Channel. This table offers a summary of current
active issues and those issues that have been resolved in the last 30 days. Microsoft and
Discord have found incompatibility issues with some games using Direct3D 12 when the
in-game overlay feature of Discord is enabled. When attempting to open affected games you
might receive an error, or the game might close silently. Workaround: To mitigate this issue,
you can turn off the in-game overlay in settings within the Discord app. Resolution: This issue
is now resolved in an update to the Discord app. To verify you're on the latest version, right
click on the Discord icon in the notification area and select "Check for updates If there are
updates to install, it should install automatically but you might need to select the arrow icon in
the upper right corner of the app to install the updated version. There is no update for Windows
needed to resolve this issue. When using the Microsoft Japanese Input Method Editor IME to
enter Kanji characters in an app that automatically allow the input of Furigana characters, you
might not get the correct Furigana characters and might need to enter them manually. Next
steps: We are working on a resolution and will provide an update in an upcoming release.
Windows 10 devices with affected Conexant ISST audio driver might receive an error or
experience issues while installing the update or after the device has updated. To safeguard your
update experience, we have applied a compatibility hold on Windows 10 devices with affected
Conexant or Synaptics audio drivers installed from being offered Windows 10, version or
Windows Server, version until the driver has been updated. If your organization is using Update
Compliance , the safeguard ID is Workaround: To mitigate the safeguard, you might need to
check with your device manufacturer OEM to see if an updated driver is available and install it. If
updated drivers are not available for your device and you are offered Windows 10, version or
Windows 10, version 20H2, a small number of devices might roll back to the previous version of
Windows 10 when attempting to update. If this occurs, you should attempt to update to
Windows 10, version or Windows 10, version 20H2 again. Next steps: Microsoft and Synaptics
are working on a resolution and will provide an update in an upcoming release. As of January
14, , we are adjusting this safeguard to allow certain devices with the affected driver to update
to Windows 10, version or Windows 10, version 20H2. Synaptics and Microsoft have found
incompatibility issues with certain versions of drivers for Conexant or Synaptics audio devices
and Windows 10, version the Windows 10 May Update. Windows 10 devices with affected
Conexant or Synaptics audio drivers might receive a stop error with a blue screen during or
after updating to Windows 10, version If your organization is using Update Compliance , the
safeguard IDs are , , , and Next steps: Microsoft and Synaptics are working on a resolution for
safeguard IDs and , and will provide an update in an upcoming release. The safeguard hold has
been removed for these safeguard IDs as of December 11, Please note, if there are no other
safeguards that affect your device, it can take up to 48 hours before the update to Windows 10,
version or Windows 10, version 20H2 is offered. Is this page helpful? Yes No. Any additional
feedback? Skip Submit. Current status as of February 3, Windows 10, version is designated for
broad deployment. Some games might fail to open, or you might receive an error You might
have issues with some Direct3D games when using in-game overlay feature of Discord. OS
Build Errors or issues during or after updating devices with certain Conexant audio drivers
Devices with affected Conexant or Synaptics audio drivers might receive a stop error with a
blue screen. Some games might fail to open, or you might receive an error. Originating update.
Affected platforms: Client: Windows 10, version 20H2; Windows 10, version ; Windows 10,
version Workaround: To mitigate this issue, you can turn off the in-game overlay in settings
within the Discord app. Back to top. Automatic input of Furigana might not work as expected.
Affected platforms: Client: Windows 10, version 20H2; Windows 10, version Server: Windows
Server, version 20H2; Windows Server, version Next steps: We are working on a resolution and
will provide an update in an upcoming release. Affected platforms: Client: Windows 10, version
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still maintained. Improvements to Windows Sandbox [8]. Improvements to Eye Control and
accessibility Updated notification settings. Added support for creating events or reminders
directly from clock and calendar flyout in taskbar Added support for signing in to Windows
without password for Microsoft accounts. New restart apps setting in sign-in options in Settings
app Improvements to Feedback Hub. Improvements to Bluetooth pairing experience
Improvements to optional updates experience in Settings app. Improvements to Windows
Subsystem for Linux [40]. Added a number of kaomoji in emoji panel Improvements to Windows
Subsystem for Linux [40]. Slow ring and release preview: May 12, Public release: May 27, The
spring Windows 10 update is a few weeks away. Here are the top new features you can look
forward to. Microsoft's next Windows 10 release is just about cooked and ready to face the
world. A longer than usual development cycle, coupled with an extended spell in the Windows
Insider slow ring, has perhaps left most of us thinking that it's not as big an update as it might
be. That's not the case. Aligning Windows and Azure has shifted the timelines of Windows 10's
development, at the same time as Microsoft has shifted to different support lifecycles for its
spring and fall Windows releases, describing them as "a small fall update and a comprehensive
spring update". With 30 months of enterprise support for the fall release, it's not surprising that
most of Windows' feature updates are going to be in the spring release. It's important to
remember that Windows is about more than the user interface. An operating system used by
nearly a billion people isn't always going to deliver updates that make your life easier. But you
can be sure that they will be welcomed by a substantial portion of that enormous user base.
One of the biggest changes is to a feature that's targeted at developers. The Windows
Subsystem for Linux is about to get its biggest change yet, moving from a translation layer that
converted Linux system calls to Windows system calls, to a virtual machine running Microsoft's
own Linux kernel while still linking Linux and Windows file systems. WSL 2 still runs from the
Windows Terminal with a new version due from the Windows Store in May , with the new kernel
making it more compatible with Linux binaries. It boots fast, and shares memory and CPU
without affecting Windows operations. The only real issue is a change in how it uses shared
networking, which makes it harder to run Linux graphical applications. However it should be
possible to add a startup script that exports the right value every time you launch a WSL 2
instance. Windows 10's incremental approach to development means that many changes won't
be obvious. However, plenty of them provide useful tweaks to previously rolled out features. For
example, there's now the option of renaming virtual desktops, so you can label them by task.
Renaming is easy as right-clicking the desktop thumbnail. Admins managing a fleet of Windows
10 PCs will get help from the release to control the amount of bandwidth needed for updates.
Using Delivery Optimization , you can set an absolute value for throttling bandwidth -- not only
for background downloads like updates, but also for foreground downloads, like those from the
Windows Store. It can be managed from either MDM or group policy, or directly from Windows
10's settings app. If you've deleted your Windows recovery partition to save space, can help
with device resets. You'll be able to download the necessary files from the cloud rather than a
local disk. That does mean that resets will require a connection to the internet and may take
longer to run than with local files. Security remains an important aspect of Windows updates,
and Microsoft has been working on ways to reduce its dependencies on passwords. The release
will add support for passwordless sign-in, making sure all Microsoft accounts use multifactor
authentication, like Windows Hello. You can even use your PIN to sign into safe mode, ensuring
troubleshooting doesn't need passwords too. Windows Sandbox makes a great security and
testing tool, and its new configuration file makes it easier to manage startup. You can use this
to set up access to shared folders, to a vGPU, networking, and supporting startup scripts.
Shared folders can be marked as read only, allowing quick access to suspicious files, and
scripts can force the Sandbox image to download and install specific applications, ready for
use. Usefully, Microsoft is making the option to restart apps you were running before you
restarted Windows easier to find previously this option was tied to the "Use my sign-in info to
automatically finish setting up my device" option under Sign-in options in accounts settings.
It's now off by default, including for UWP apps, which start minimized and suspended. Pairing
Bluetooth hardware can be an issue, and Microsoft is trying to simplify the process in this
Windows release. If you've got Bluetooth hardware that supports Microsoft's Swift Pair , put the
device in pairing mode, bring it close to your PC, and you get a notification popup that shows
the device that's trying to pair. All you need to do is click and your PC and device are
connected. Wireless and wired networks get some tweaks, too, with more useful network status
information. You can see all available connection interfaces on the Status page with integrated
data usage and the single one in use at the top. If you need to block updates it's easy to quickly
use this view to mark a connection as metered. Once connected they will be available through
the Windows camera app, for snapshots and recordings. Microsoft is providing updates that

help with Windows' graphics and modern GPUs. If you're not sure if you have the right driver
version, use 'win-r dxdiag' to check. One of the more obvious changes is to Cortana. With a new
search box in Windows 10, Cortana is being relegated to a separate app updated from the
Microsoft Store. It's getting a new focus -- less for consumers, and more for business users.
Currently it supports lists and reminders, assisting with email and calendars, and launching
apps. Its search features are now handled by Windows, although it will soon add support for
voice-driven quick searches. Microsoft showed a video of its vision for what the new Cortana
could be at Build in , with support for continuous conversations and deep integration with
Microsoft services. It's not there yet, but it's certainly on the way. Local search in File Explorer
gets a boost too, with Windows Search providing faster access to your files. It's now able to
provide spell-checking and uses less CPU. Microsoft has been adding more and more natural
language tooling to Windows 10, branching out from Cortana, and it now supports dictation
across many common languages, including English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian
Portuguese, and Chinese. This works in any text field, although you may need to download the
appropriate speech resources to use the feature. There's a lot in the next Windows release, and
we're only scraping the top of the list of features. What's clear after having run the current build
on both Intel and ARM devices is that Microsoft has done a lot to work on the stability of its
flagship OS, at the same time as adding many new features and improvements. As its long
incubation period comes to an end, it looks as though could be one of the most trouble-free
Windows 10 updates yet. Be your company's Microsoft insider by reading these Windows and
Office tips, tricks, and cheat sheets. Delivered Mondays and Wednesdays. Since then a varied
career has included being part of the team building the world's first solid state Watch Now. In
Windows 10 , Cortana becomes a separate, more business-focused, app. Microsoft Weekly
Newsletter Be your company's Microsoft insider by reading these Windows and Office tips,
tricks, and cheat sheets. Delivered Mondays and Wednesdays Sign up today. Editor's Picks.
The essential 10 programming languages developers need to know this year. A 6 year old
became the world's youngest computer programmer. The best virtual backgrounds to use on
Zoom or Teams for your next business meeting. Ready to start coding? What you need to know
about Python. Comment and share: Windows 10 Here are the new features you need to know
about. Show Comments. Hide Comments. My Profile Log out. Join Discussion. Add your
Comment. Microsoft on Wednesday released the spring feature upgrade for Windows 10,
dubbed Windows 10 May Update, a. Beginning Thursday, some customers with unmanaged PCs
â€” those not maintained by an IT administrator or staff â€” could opt in by manually checking
for updates and then clicking the "Download and install" link. Windows 10 May won't
immediately show for everyone because Microsoft is taking its usual gradual approach to
rolling out the upgrade, offering in stages to an increasing number of users beginning with
those whose devices Microsoft believes are the most likely to successfully install the refresh.
The launch of Windows 10 also kicked off the version's month support lifecycle. All editions,
including Enterprise and Education, will be supported on Windows 10 May until Dec. In a normal
world, Windows 10 might have been released a month or more ago. Its four-digit label was
altered from the usual yy03 format not because of its intended debut date but because Microsoft
worried that the traditional marker might be confused with the obsolete Windows Server After
all, this upgrade had been finished, more or less, as long ago as December Although Microsoft
said nothing about 's timing â€” it rarely acknowledges delays or their reasons â€” the COVID
pandemic may have convinced it to hold on to the refresh for a little longer. That upgrade,
released Nov. However, because of the chaos caused by the coronavirus pandemic, last month
Microsoft extended the support deadline to Nov. That makes it the next version to meet its
maker, beating by less than a month 's end comes Dec. On Tuesday, Microsoft said that it would
restart the forced upgrades of in June. Remember: Last year when it ceded control to Windows
10 Home and Windows 10 Pro users about when those devices would upgrade, Microsoft
reserved the right to forcibly migrate machines which were nearing the end of their support. It's
unclear what Microsoft will use to upgrade those still running Windows 10 Prior to the April
decision to extend 's support and the accompanying pause in forced updates, the company was
using Windows 10 on the laggards. Windows 10 's support for Home and Pro runs until May 11,
In June, though, Microsoft will have a choice: either or the new Microsoft could restart the
forced upgrades with , of course, and then switch at some point to Or simply serve to the PCs
that met the reliability and stability criteria it's already set for surfacing that version to systems
when seekers look for it. Microsoft, as is its habit, recommended that businesses and other
organizations begin what it calls "targeted deployments," or small-scale roll-outs for testing.
But because Windows 10 operates under a limited support span â€” fall upgrades, identified as
yy09 , for Windows 10 Enterprise and Windows 10 Education come with 30 months of security
and bug fixes â€” most larger organizations will do little more than test this version. Few will

bother deploying it simply because of its shorter lifespan. It was interesting that Cable â€” and
Microsoft generally â€” continued to use the word "targeted" when talking to commercial
customers about Continued use of the "targeted" label evokes that discarded moniker,
reminding at least some customers of what Microsoft stopped providing. It did so for Windows
10 in late September , almost exactly four months after the upgrade's debut. Microsoft didn't
replicate that timing for Windows 10 , the refresh released in November and as the year's only
upgrade slated for 30 months of support, the obvious favorite of organizations. Instead, the
company waited until Tuesday to mark as ready for business. Thus, the span between 's release
and Microsoft's call for "broad deployment" was a record six-and-a-half months, two months
more than the previous longest. The timing of the announcement â€” concurrent with the
release of a new version of the OS â€” made it seem an unenthusiastic nod to habit, as if the
company had simply forgotten to give corporate customers the green light that they had once
expected. Microsoft has been inconsistent in its messaging on this â€” implying in February
that no cues would be given but a month later saying it would "continue to communicate for
future releases the transition from targeted to broad deployment status. Microsoft may have
decided that most commercial customers no longer needed the hand-holding its notifications
represented and so de-emphasized the milestone to the point of being meaningless by telling
users to only trust the previous version once a successor arrives. Windows 10 is also available
from this page , which walks users through obtaining and using the media creation tool; from
here , where disk images in. Here are the latest Insider stories. More Insider Sign Out. Sign In
Register. Sign Out Sign In Register. Latest Insider. Check out the latest Insider stories here.
More from the IDG Network. Seek and ye shall upgrade Windows 10, version and Windows
Server, version You can also find more information about releases and any known issues.
Installing the most recent update ensures that you also get any previous updates you might
have missed, including any important security fixes. For more information about the update and
how to get it, see:. How to get the Windows 10 May Update. Windows 10 release information.
Windows lifecycle fact sheet. For the most up-to-date information about Known Issues for
Windows and Windows Server, please go to the Windows release health dashboard. This issue
affects all the updates starting on June 9, for Windows 10, version When sharing data between
systems, consider applying the workaround consistently. If you use this workaround, conduct
sufficient testing and evaluations to mitigate problems caused by different sorting rule versions
on multiple systems. There is no change to the cumulative monthly security updates also
referred to as the "B" release or Update Tuesday release. After you install this update, attempts
to start virtual machines VM that have RemoteFX vGPU enabled will fail, and messages such as
the following will appear:. If you are still using this adapter, you may become vulnerable to
security risk. If you have questions or need help activating or troubleshooting Windows, see our
help topics below:. For information about how to update, see Update Windows Getting an error
message when updating? See Troubleshoot problems updating Windows If you need to activate
Windows, see Activation in Windows Windows as a service - Overview. Windows Server
servicing guidelines. Microsoft Surface update history. Windows 10, version 20H2 and Windows
Server, version 20H2 update history. Windows 10, version and Windows Server, version update
history. Windows 10, version , Windows Server, version , and Windows Server update history.
Windows 10, version update history. Windows 10, version and Windows Server update history.
Windows 10 update history Windows 10, version , all editions Windows Server version More
Release Date: Version:. Need more help? Expand your skills. Get new features first. Was this
information helpful? Yes No. Any other feedback? The more you tell us, the more we can help.
How can we improve? Send No thanks. Thank you for your feedback! It sounds like it might be
helpful to connect you to one of our Office support agents. Contact Support. S if you not able to
find any updates It maybe your windows version is conlficting with your updates. If this
happens follow method two:. S If you new to the Windows 10 Update Assistant software. S allow
the software to download and install the new windows version one done a notification will pop
on the desktop. Dont worry this is normal and the software will automatically restart your pc.
Was this discussion helpful? Yes No. Sorry this didn't help. Was this reply helpful? I feel your
pain. I have been trying to help my dad install since at least early July. He has a strong Dell
desktop. The update starts installing and reboots his PC. When it the restarts it hangs at the
Dell splash screen. The only way past the Dell screen is to power off the PC. I have tried
Windows 10 windows update and update assistant with the same results. Very frustrating! So I
have a lenovo laptop and for some reason when I turn it on it says preparing windows the it
goes to an error stating location not found? I do not see anything in the windows event logs
related to the failed update install. Windows 10 version has been the worst updating experience
ever! I spent close to two hours fighting reboot loops and hung Windows screens. I had to use
the hard power down method multiple times to get the rotating update icon. Your support teams

suggestions are awful and don't take this scenario into account. Consider that it may take many
days to reinstall apps that worked on the previous version is ridiculous and cruel. Maybe you
should consider having an option to load a USB drive with recovery information so that user
can revert back WITHOUT having to try to resuscitate a borked, unresponsive system drive. Ok,
heres the overall solution. Fact of the matter the technologies are moving so swiftly that things
arent going thru much testing or logic in Alpha or Beta versions. That what happens when
things get subcontracted. The solution i found was a do a USB with a Windows 10 your version
boot. My program i use formats and copies the boot onto it. Happened on last summer fall
update. The next step is usually even when using update assitant youll get an entire download,
then when you attemp the install the download begins. You have a few options. You can do a 3
repeat unplug let restart and unplug, and windows will go in and do a repair. It will give you
options, backups, restore etc, or you can back out of screen do a restart and press f9, you want
to select boot snd USB, now you can boot safely. Having a USB with your recent backup is
good. Imm old school, we used to have to backup everysingle pc of work everday on a floppy.
On the issue of the download i personally turned off all updates to maximum and ill il that until
the glitch is fixed. How will I ever get my computer with Windows 10 working again? The
download assistant does more than assist with online downloads, i used it first to upgrade from
7 to 10 without losing over 12 years of FSX files. As fas as getting the Win 10 downloads v its
usually easier and faster go directly to MS. There quite a few wsys to go the restores and not
lose anything contrary to whats being said, you can get your key and admin by going in as
Admin and resetting or doing a change on User. I know as admin it has alot of ups and downs
so i make sure i open all hidden files. To get in and change your password go in safe mode,
depending on typre of computer the keys will be different , cntrl shft f9, but tge usuals are
F7,8,9,10,11,and12, there be others but usually F 9or, In safe mode you can find out what your
password was. I ran Windows update where the update runs several times RN on the Final
Phase it fails again this is ridiculous. Choose where you want to search below Search Search
the Community. Search the community and support articles Windows Windows 10 Search
Community member. Hey all! The new version is up and ready to download. Theres two
methods to install it. Thanks for your feedback. How satisfied are you with this discussion?
Thanks for your feedback, it helps us improve the site. Previous Next. Id say that your support
team and testers need to check out these beta before release. The other issue Im having is
Windows 10 coming into my computer and removing hundreds of files from my Microsoft Flight
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restore and then im stuck with all of the junk ive deleted over the last few years. Another issue
ive observed is this tendency for Windows 10 tostep in under my ADMIN rights and tell me that i
am forbidden to use an artificial intelligence aircraft that Ive purchased and from Just Flight and
tells me in a huge RED background that I the admin has stopped the use of the app, and ive
done the right click and i see i never did any such thing. I dont like the idea that Microsoft has
walked in and sent code to stop the windows Media Player from burning and or copying any of
my files for backup, its not like everyone has money to throw out the door for a solid state hard
drive and terrabyte just because MS wants to force people over to a new unfounded untested
application. Like i want XBOX on my toolbar and taking up my disc space with a bunch of
garbage. Pathetic situation. How satisfied are you with this reply? In reply to A. User's post on
August 16, Emmanuel udonsi. Microsoft: Your support teams suggestions are awful and don't
take this scenario into account. In reply to bigswifty's post on August 31, You have a few
options 1. User's post on August 31, This site in other languages x. Windows 10 Lite is for
gamers, music producers, power users and administrators to set up a slim version of Windows
10 during installation. It can also disable unnecessary scheduled tasks, unnecessary file types
and file associations and even remove Windows Defender. All of these are optional. NET
Framework 4. Windows 10 Lite x64 Version Build Cookie information is stored in your browser
and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping
our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.
Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences
for cookie settings. If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This
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Cookie Policy More information about our Cookie Policy. Enable All Save Changes. Microsoft
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many people, it is not being offered when they check via Windows Update. If you are using
hardware or drivers that are listed as a known issue, try to update those first and see if
Windows Update now offers you the new feature update. If that does not help and you do not
want to wait, you can download it now using the Windows 10 Update Assistant or the Media
Creation Tool. Below we have provided steps on using the Windows 10 Update Assistant to
install Windows 10 now instead of waiting for it to become available via Windows Update. If you
do not want to wait for Windows Update to offer the Windows 10 feature update, you can use
one of the following methods to upgrade now:. The Windows 10 Update Assistant is a tool that
lets you perform an upgrade to the latest feature update immediately after it is installed. Using
the Update Assistant will also alert you to any issues on your computer that may prevent the
update from happening. If the Windows 10 Update Assistant failed for some reason, you could
try the Media Creation Tool to upgrade to Windows 10, version This bootable USB drive will
allow you to boot the computer into the Windows 10 setup, where you can then perform the
upgrade. Windows 10 Sun Valley '21H2' update: What we know so far. Windows 10 21H1 coming
soon, here are the new features. Microsoft releases the Windows 10 21H1 feature update to
Insiders. Microsoft force installs Windows 10 update to remove Flash Player. Alternative ISO
method if for some reason the update assistant failed you can go to the Media Creator Tool and
switch your browser to mobile version to download the ISO file that the media creator tool
creates. MS is working from home,or so I have read,so waiting would be a smart move. Not a
member yet? Register Now. To receive periodic updates and news from BleepingComputer ,
please use the form below. Windows Repair All In One. Malwarebytes for Mac. Learn more about
what is not allowed to be posted. Home News Microsoft Windows 10 update not offered? Here's
how to get it now. Windows 10 update not offered? Here's how to get it now By Lawrence
Abrams. May 28, PM 4. Windows 10 version update not available. Windows 10 Update Assistant.
Passes compatibility checks. What do you want to do? Downloading files. Ready to update.
Installing the Windows 10 May Update. Windows Media Creation Tool. Lawrence's area of
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may also like:. Sponsor BleepingComputer. Popular Stories. Newsletter Sign Up To receive
periodic updates and news from BleepingComputer , please use the form below. Latest
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about what is not allowed to be posted. Now that Microsoft has released Windows 10 ,
otherwise known as the May Update , new ISO disk images for the operating system are
available. As it is always a good idea to have a copy of the Windows 10 media in case you run
into boot problems or need to reinstall, we will explain how you can download the Windows 10
ISO directly from Microsoft. Unfortunately, at some point, this link will most likely stop working.
When that happens, you can use the steps below to trick Microsoft's Windows 10 download
page into giving you an ISO instead of the Media Creation Tool. Below, we will provide a method
that causes Microsoft to offer an ISO image file for Windows 10 instead. It should be noted that
the above instructions work in any Chromium-based browser, not only Chrome or the new
Edge. Now that you have downloaded the ISO, you can use it to upgrade your existing Windows
10 operating system, perform a clean install of Windows 10 to a new PC, or use it to access the
recovery environment for troubleshooting. It is suggested that all users create new media from
the Windows 10 ISOs as new feature updates are released. Windows 10 Sun Valley '21H2'
update: What we know so far. Windows 10 21H1 coming soon, here are the new features.
Microsoft releases the Windows 10 21H1 feature update to Insiders. Great article, I did it without
clean installation and downloading the ISO. I did it via Windows Insider program. Burn a DVD?
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huge updates and prefer to do a clean install. LOL it literally says why the link dont work one
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form below. Windows Repair All In One. Malwarebytes for Mac. Learn more about what is not
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select the ' Windows 10' option under "Windows 10 May Update". After a few seconds,
Microsoft's site will now ask you to select the language for your ISO. Select your language and
press the Confirm button again. Finally, you will be asked to either download the bit or bit ISO.
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hese choices, and the respective Windows ISO image will be downloaded. What should you do
with the ISO? For a clean install, you must have a Windows 10 product key available.
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